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Abstract

This article studies the significance of insights from non-legal disciplines (such as political science, economics, and sociology) for comparative legal research and the methodology connected with such ‘interdisciplinary contextualisation’. Based on a theoretical analysis concerning the nature and methodology of comparative law, the article demonstrates that contextualisation of the analysis of legal rules and case law is required for a meaningful comparison between legal systems. The challenges relating to this contextualisation are illustrated on the basis of a study of the judicial use of comparative legal analysis as a source of inspiration in the judgment of difficult cases. The insights obtained from the theoretical analysis and the example are combined in a final analysis concerning the role and method of interdisciplinary contextualisation in comparative legal analysis conducted by legal scholars and legal practitioners.
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1 Introduction

In John Irving’s novel, The World According to Garp, the protagonist warns his son for the undertow when going for a swim in the sea. The boy mistakenly understands there to be an ‘under toad’ and imagines a scary creature lurking in the water to catch him. The incorporation of interdisciplinary insights in comparative legal analysis holds a risk similar to the misunderstanding between Garp and his son. The meaning of a foreign legal concept can be hard to grasp for someone who is just getting acquainted with the system to which this concept is connected. Obstacles exist in the form of the unfamiliar sound of foreign legal terminology and the absence of knowledge of the foreign system’s character.
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2. Comparative law can be considered as a method, consisting of the comparative study of law. It can also be seen as a body of knowledge concerning the substantive laws of different legal systems. Concerning this distinction, see M. Siems, Comparative Law (2014), at 5-6. This article focuses on comparative law as a method, which will be referred to hereafter as ‘comparative legal analysis’.
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The article presents a legal-theoretical analysis and uses an illustration from comparative legal and socio-legal analysis. The legal-theoretical analysis, firstly, is based on academic literature concerning the nature and particularities of comparative legal research. The input from comparative legal and socio-legal analysis, secondly, is connected with the example regarding the use of foreign law. Starting out from this observation, a sub-question addressed in this article is: How is the incorporation problem handled in comparative legal analysis conducted in the framework of judicial decision-making? This article presents a legal-theoretical analysis and uses an illustration from comparative legal and socio-legal analysis. The legal-theoretical analysis, firstly, is based on academic literature concerning the nature and particularities of comparative legal research. The input from comparative legal and socio-legal analysis, secondly, is connected with the example regarding the use of foreign law in judicial decision-making. In connecting the two strands of the analysis, differences between the methodology of legal research and judicial decision-making are taken into account. It seems that the step of interpretation of the law is mostly identical for researchers and judges, although carried out with a different aim. However, when considering the justification of used sources, judicial reasoning is often less elaborate and sometimes different from academic legal reasoning. The article will address these similarities and differences and discuss their implications for different types of comparative legal analysis.

As a preliminary step, Section 2 sets out in more detail what the incorporation problem in comparative legal research consists of. Attention is paid to the inherent interdisciplinary nature of this type of research and the particularities of the research approach relating to specific types of comparative legal analysis. Next, Section 3 illustrates this incorporation problem with regard to the contextualisation of foreign law in the judicial use of comparative law. This analysis addresses theoretical views and examples from case law regarding the use of comparative law in judgments of highest national courts in Western jurisdictions. Section 4 connects the findings of the analysis in Section 3 with the broader topic of comparative legal research. This section outlines methodological considerations relating to judicial comparisons, including the relevance of contextual aspects, and distinguishes similarities and differences with comparative legal scholarship. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks.

2 The Incorporation Problem in Comparative Legal Analysis

Comparative legal scholars recognise the significance of a contextual understanding of the social and cultural setting in which the law operates in different legal systems. In this respect, it can be said that there is an inherent interdisciplinary aspect in comparative legal analysis (Section 2.1). However, this aspect raises some specific issues of research methodology regarding the required degree of interdisciplinary contextualisation in comparative legal analysis (Section 2.2).

2.1 An Inherent Interdisciplinary Aspect

Traditional legal scholarship regarding national systems concerns the construction, evaluation, and reform of legal doctrine. Comparative legal analysis shares this perspective and in this sense represents ‘an instance of the more general form of legal research’. Nonetheless, comparative law has a distinct feature when compared to traditional legal research. Scholars in the field of comparative law have argued that comparative legal research should focus on ‘law as culture’ rather than ‘law as rules’, indicating ‘that law, and the understanding of law, involves much more than the mere reading of statutory rules and judicial decisions’. In this regard, Van Hoecke and Warrington have stated that ‘law and legal practice are one aspect of the culture to which they belong’. The understanding of the context in which law operates then becomes significant for a fruitful comparison between legal systems. Considered from this perspective, a comparison of the laws of different legal systems requires that the analysis takes into account legal culture, meaning the ‘specific way in which values,
practices, and concepts are integrated into the operation of legal institutions and the interpretation of legal texts. Another characteristic of comparative legal research is that the construction of a legal analysis based on comparative knowledge requires an explicit justification of methodological choices. Such a justification is often more implicit in the analysis of a single legal system. The comparative legal researcher needs to consider which systems are taken into account in the research, for which reasons, and in which way. In this sense, comparative legal methodology might be distinguishable from legal methodology generally, which often focuses on research of the ‘law in the books’. Comparative legal methodology then also provides lessons for traditional legal research, as it makes us aware of the elements which are influencing the law at all levels, it confronts us with our hidden conceptual, ideological framework. Still, the extent to which interdisciplinary elements are taken into account in comparative legal analysis is dependent on the focus and aim of the comparative research.

2.2 The Degree of Interdisciplinary Contextualisation

When considering the methodology of comparative legal analysis, some further observations can be made. Indeed, the extent to which interdisciplinary insights are needed in comparative legal analysis varies based on a number of factors. These factors concern the research focus (Section 2.2.1), the object of the comparative analysis (Section 2.2.2), and the aim of the analysis (Section 2.2.3).

2.2.1 Research Focus: Functionalism versus Contextualism

In terms of research methodology, insights produced by research in non-legal disciplines can assist in obtaining historical, political, economic, and other explanations regarding the law and the way it operates in a specific jurisdiction. However, comparative legal analysis which makes use of interdisciplinary insights is still legal-doctrinal analysis, in the sense that the comparative legal researcher does not conduct research using the methods of other disciplines. Two main approaches to comparative legal research can be identified. The first one focuses on similarities between legal systems, primarily with regard to legal rules, and the second one on differences between legal systems, in particular relating to context.

Traditional comparative legal analysis, firstly, generally starts out from an existing socio-economic problem, taking a so-called ‘functionalist’ approach. A first step in the research is to describe the situation selected for analysis, that is, to ‘construct comparables’ or system-neutral descriptions. Next, the selected legal orders are described. Thirdly, the actual comparison takes place, resulting in an overview of similarities and differences, and an explanation is provided for the identified similarities and differences. Concerning this explanation, arguments can only be speculative unless other disciplines are used to obtain insight into the context in which the examined legal rules have been developed and operate.

Postmodern comparative legal analysis, by contrast, emphasises the complexity of legal systems and focus on differences rather than on similarities between systems. Postmodern approaches start out from the idea that comparative legal analysis is never neutral, as the researcher’s reasoning and assessment take place within specific epistemic, linguistic, cultural, and moral frameworks. In this field, the stream of ‘deep-level comparative law’ claims that the traditional approach cannot yield more than a shallow understanding of the similarities and differences between legal systems. The stream of critical comparative law questions the validity of the outcomes of traditional comparative analysis altogether.

Both approaches are vulnerable to criticism. Functionalist approaches can be accused of focusing too much on black-letter law, thereby ignoring relevant differences between the contexts of legal systems. Postmodern approaches can be criticised for not fully supporting certain premises with a solid argumentation, for example, concerning the alleged fundamental differences between legal systems. When comparing the role of interdisciplinary contextualisation in the two approaches, it appears that the incorporation of interdisciplinary insights in comparative legal analysis has a more prominent place in postmodern approaches than in the traditional approach to comparative legal analysis. A ‘deep-level’ understanding of legal systems requires the study of the context in which legal rules function. This study might include, inter alia, the use of insights from the perspective of
Comparative legal analysis can serve different purposes. Depending on the aim of the analysis, interdisciplinary insights concerning the social and cultural setting in which the law operates are of lesser or greater relevance. This can be clarified by considering three different general aims of comparative legal analysis. These aims are: (i) the collection of knowledge regarding legal rules and their functioning in context; (ii) the search of guidance for legal practice; and (iii) the search of guidance for the harmonisation of laws. Firstly, an aim of comparative legal analysis can be to obtain knowledge of foreign legal rules or an understanding of how legal rules work in context. Comparative law then enables a reflection on the laws of one’s own system or the identification of historical origins, current trends, and political, cultural, and socio-economic reasons explaining similarities and differences between the rules of different legal systems. Legal scholarship offers countless examples of this type of comparative legal research. Indeed, Jan Vranken has observed that the incorporation of a comparative analysis has become fairly usual in Dutch PhD theses in the field of private law.
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Research conducted with this general aim of knowledge building or the study of the ‘law in action’ will pay equal attention to the contextual understanding of all legal systems included in the analysis. Moreover, this analysis will be thorough and include perspectives from non-legal disciplines in order to sketch a complete picture. It is generally connected with legal scholarship. However, a distinction can be made between comparisons of different ‘weight’, defined by Husa as the degree of systematic and interdisciplinary analysis in comparative legal research. Comparative legal analysis aimed at knowledge building concerns the research of the field-of-law academic, who uses a ‘middleweight comparison’ for the analysis of laws within a specific conceptual framework. It also concerns the comparative law academic, who uses a ‘heavyweight comparison’ to explain similarities and differences between legal systems.

Secondly, comparative law can be of practical assistance to legislators, judges, and other practising lawyers in national legal systems. Comparative law needs to be considered in cases of conflicts of law, and it can serve as an inspirational source in law reforms or the deciding of difficult cases. Examples in the field of conflicts of law concern the comparison between the legal rules of two different jurisdictions regarding a specific legal issue, such as marriage or parental authority. An example of inspiration drawn from comparative law in the field of constitutional reform concerns the Bill submitted to the Dutch Parliament by Member of Parliament Femke Halsema in 2002 regarding the amendment of Article 120 of the Dutch Constitution. This provision prohibits judicial review of Acts of Parliament in light of the Constitution. Halsema presented systems of review in European countries and in the United States to justify allowing the judicial review of statutory acts in light of fundamental rights provisions contained in the Constitution. Comparative law was also used by the State Committee chaired by Wilhelmina Thammassen, which advised the Dutch Government on possible reforms of the Constitution. In its Report, issued in 2010, this Committee referred to the Constitutions of other European countries to support its suggestions concerning the revision of the Dutch Constitution.

In this type of comparative legal analysis, the main aim is to present a persuasive argument concerning the applicable law in the domestic jurisdiction or to defend an argument in favour of a reform of the law. Contextual elements of the law will be studied in order to assess the possibilities of interpreting legal rules in conformity with each other or to assess the usefulness of foreign legal arguments for the reasoning in domestic cases. Husa has argued that the interest in obtaining inspiration from foreign law might be satisfied through a ‘feather weight comparison’, which is functionalist and non-systematic.

Finally, comparative law can have a practical role at the international and supranational level in the context of formal unification of law or gradual convergence of legal systems. Vranken has argued that comparative law is required for successful internationalisation, because of comparative law’s contribution to a better understanding of the domestic law as well as the insight it provides into the differences between legal systems. From a bottom-up perspective, comparative law can guide the development of national legal systems. In this regard, comparative law is used in order to realise the harmonisation of laws in the European Union. An example concerns the development of harmonised contract law, which has resulted in the Principles of European Contract Law (PECL), drafted by the Lando Commission, and the Draft Common Frame of Reference (DCFR), prepared by the Study Group on a European Civil Code and the Research Group on EC Private Law. From a top-down perspective, comparative law can guide the development of international and supranational law by institutions at these levels. In this regard, comparative law plays a role with regard to the application of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) considers the existence of consensus amongst the contracting states when interpreting provisions of the ECHR. In this way, the Court aims to provide effective protection of fundamental rights and to ensure that states follow its judgments.

In this type of comparative legal analysis, contextual aspects regarding the law and its functioning in member states of the EU and contracting states of the ECHR will be taken into account in order to determine the limits of unification or convergence of legal systems. Husa has connected the harmoniser’s interest in comparative law with the method of a ‘lightweight comparison’, in which the search for the ‘most fitting model’ is central. When comparing these three possible aims of comparative legal analysis, the first aim is most neutral in its scope and its inclusion of contextual elements. The second and third aims entail the use of the outcomes of the comparative research for the support of a specific legal argument. In this respect, the comparative analysis might lack a systematic approach or the presented work (e.g., a judgment or proposal of law reform) might only present a selection of the outcomes. Also, there might be
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more emphasis on similarities between legal rules and contextual aspects, based on a functionalist approach. With regard to the interest in interdisciplinary contextualisation, a practical concern should be mentioned here as well. Some non-legal research methods are easier for legal scholars to master or to understand than others. In this regard, a difficulty is that legal researchers are not trained to conduct empirical research or to assess the outcomes of research in non-legal disciplines. Moreover, from a practical point of view, it is possible that no empirical data can be obtained or not at short notice, in particular concerning the consequences of specific views on the law.  

In practice, the availability of time and resources for interdisciplinary research can therefore constrain the possibility of contextualisation of comparative legal research. Keeping these particularities in mind, we will consider an example in order to clarify the role of interdisciplinary insights in comparative legal analysis and the challenges of interdisciplinary incorporation. This example concerns the developing trend of the judicial use of comparative law.

3 An Assessment of Interdisciplinary Incorporation: The Example of Judicial Dialogue

The need and challenge of contextualisation in comparative legal analysis has manifested itself in a poignant manner in legal practice, in particular with regard to the judicial use of comparative law. This practice of judicial citation to foreign law is considered to form part of the broader phenomenon of ‘transjudicial communication’.  

This section focuses on the question of the incorporation of interdisciplinary insights in judicial reasoning which makes use of comparative legal analysis. Firstly, two different accounts regarding the theoretical understanding of interdisciplinary incorporation in comparative judicial reasoning are presented (Section 3.1). Secondly, an analysis of examples from case law in light of these theoretical accounts clarifies how courts have dealt with the use of interdisciplinary insights in comparative analyses conducted in specific difficult cases (Section 3.2). Based on this analysis, an intermediary conclusion is presented (Section 3.3).

3.1 Interdisciplinary Incorporation: Two Accounts of the Judicial Use of Foreign Law

The use of contextualised comparative information in the legal reasoning of courts entails two general aspects. Firstly, comparative law should be used in a legitimate manner in judicial reasoning. With regard to Western legal systems, this means that the reasoning of judgments should meet the demands of the liberal-democratic normative framework for legal interpretation and judicial decision-making.  

Secondly, limitations to the possibility of legal transplants should be acknowledged in comparative legal reasoning. These requirements form part of the methodology regarding the use of comparative law in judicial decision-making. Still, there is no general agreement in legal scholarship concerning the exact methodology used by courts. This section investigates two different views which legal theorists have presented regarding the role and method of contextualisation in comparative judicial reasoning. These views can be considered as complementing one another. However, they choose different points of focus. One view emphasises the comparison of legal arguments in the judicial use of comparative law (Section 3.1.1). Another view presents the comparison of policy choices as most significant (Section 3.1.2).

3.1.1 Bell: Focus on the Comparison of Legal Arguments

John Bell has constructed an explanation of judicial citations of foreign law from the perspective of legal argumentation. He argues that arguments based on foreign legal ideas are used as supporting reasons for judicial decisions, which add weight to a justification based on a combination of arguments.  

According to Bell, comparative legal analysis is useful for decisions on legal issues on which the domestic law provides competing statements. Arguments from comparative law then have a certain weight in the accumulation of arguments. In this regard, Bell explains:

The model of legal reasoning I have in mind is one that depends on a combination of reasons, each of which may be insufficient to justify the decision in its own right, but, taken together, they provide support for the decision. The analogy is with individual threads of fibre. On its own, a single thread cannot hold up a weight, but twisted in combination with other threads, it forms a cord which can carry a substantial weight.  

Bell argues that an argument from foreign law functions as a thread in the rope of legal reasoning. It ‘adds lustre
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to an argument already available in the host legal system'. He describes the incorporation of the foreign legal argument as a process of ‘cross-fertilisation’, meaning that:

an external stimulus promotes an evolution within the receiving legal system. The evolution involves an internal adaptation by the receiving legal system in its own way. The new development is a distinctive but organic product of that system rather than a bolt-on. This cross-fertilisation is possible if three criteria are met. Firstly, the legal problem in the domestic system must have an equivalent in the foreign legal system. The legal position of children in context of same-sex marriages, for example, can only be studied in legal systems which allow same-sex marriages. Secondly, the argument from foreign law can only have weight in the legal reasoning of a domestic case if it is consistent with the legal principles of the domestic legal system. Finally, the prestige of the foreign legal system, in the eyes of the domestic judges and in the domestic society, influences the weight which is given to arguments from foreign law.

Bell’s analysis seems to corroborate with the ideas of ‘featherweight comparison’ but also with those of ‘light-weight comparison’, described above. His analysis highlights the non-systematic nature of judicial comparisons and the relatively limited concern with interdisciplinary contextualisation. Firstly, Bell focuses on the transplanting of legal arguments from one legal system into another. In this regard, non-legal aspects, for example, concerning the political or societal values of the compared legal systems, provide the background to the comparison of legal concepts. However, the comparison focuses on the use of arguments relating to foreign legal concepts in judicial reasoning concerning similar domestic concepts. In this respect, the main focus of Bell is on the construction of a legal argument which ‘fits’ with the domestic legal system. Secondly, Bell emphasises the inspirational nature of judicial comparisons in foreign legal sources ‘help us to explore solutions that are out of the box from a domestic law point of view’. Corresponding with the aims of law reform and transnational harmonisation, judges can be expected to look for comparative solutions where foreign laws might provide ‘better’ arguments or where it is desirable for the domestic law to be in line with transnational legal development. In this respect, Bell argues that comparative law adds force to arguments based on domestic law ‘(t)he extent that the social and political situation of the foreign jurisdiction are similar to that of the domestic law, i.e. are in some sense engaged in a common enterprise at some level of generality’. In this view, it appears that the judicial use of comparative law should focus on reaching more similar results between legal systems and that general similarities between national contexts are sufficient to make the comparative analysis worthwhile.

3.1.2 Adams and Mak: Focus on the Comparison of Policy Choices

In another analysis, non-legal aspects take a more prominent place in the judicial use of foreign law. Maurice Adams and I have argued that judicial reasoning based on comparative law primarily addresses policy choices, involving ethical principles, societal interests, and politics. In this view, comparative legal analysis by courts will generally focus on the legal interpretation of a specific legal concept in connection with the policy choices which underlie this legal interpretation. This perspective corroborates with my research regarding the views and approaches of judges regarding the use of comparative law in judicial decision-making. This research has clarified that judges in national highest courts consider ‘that the guiding influence of comparative legal materials does not push them to follow the legal solutions developed in another legal system’. They consider that the particularities of national legal systems and individual cases require that a solution is developed which fits these particularities. An interviewed Canadian Supreme Court Justice observed that in the framework of comparative legal analysis, it is useful to learn about the social values which formed the context of the decision-making of foreign courts.

The necessity of studying policy choices related to foreign law is underlined by a judgment in which a contextual study of this kind was absent. The English case of White v. Jones concerned the question whether a solicitor could be held liable in tort law for neglecting to change a will in time, as a result of which the intended beneficiaries suffered the loss of not receiving the inheritance. In this case, Lord Goff presented a legal analysis based on German law to support the argumentation that the claim of the beneficiaries should be accepted. However, this argument based on the analogy with German law stands in a difficult relation to the English law of obligations, which aims to limit the amount of claims in tort law. The incongruence between the policy choices underlying the English and German legal systems could explain the criticism and incomprehension of White v. Jones voiced by English legal experts. The judgment is considered an exception, and the transplant
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from German law could turn out to be a ‘legal irritant’ which does not stand the test of time.\textsuperscript{74}
In accordance with the theoretical analysis made by Jane Stapleton, Maurice Adams and I argue that the use of foreign law is most useful with regard to the weighing of arguments related to policy choices.\textsuperscript{75} Stapleton’s analysis concerning tort law holds that (i) the motive underlying legislation or a judgment usually can be traced back to a policy choice; (ii) this policy choice is translated into a legally relevant duty of care; and (iii) this legal norm needs to be incorporated into the system of existing legal rules.\textsuperscript{76} In this view, the use of comparative legal analysis has the potential to provide useful insights in fields of law in which policy choices fulfil a more significant role than arguments related to the system of the law. Examples are economic law, human rights law, and legal issues concerning bio-ethics.\textsuperscript{77} The weight given to the insights from the comparative analysis remains dependent on its relation to the local context.
This view meets the ideas of ‘featherweight comparison’ and ‘lightweight comparison’, in the sense that the comparative legal analysis will most often not be systematic. However, the attention given to the political and social background of foreign legal systems, as expressed in policy choices and interdisciplinary studies informing these choices, takes a dimension which corresponds more with the ‘heavier’ types of comparative legal analysis.\textsuperscript{78} The analysis of case law in the next section aims to bring further clarification regarding the actual practices of national highest courts.

3.2 Examples from Case Law
This section explores the judicial use of comparative law in light of the two theoretical views presented in the previous section and the methodological considerations outlined in Section 2. The use of interdisciplinary insights in comparative legal analysis by courts is investigated here in relation to three examples, regarding the acknowledgement of ‘wrongful life’ claims, the extradition of citizens to a legal system which applies the death penalty, and the assessment of criminal responsibility in case of wilful transmission of HIV infection. All three examples were mentioned in interviews with judges conducted for my research on the changing role of highest national courts in the globalised legal context.\textsuperscript{79} The interviewed judges considered that the judgments in these cases provided emblematic examples of judicial approaches to the use of comparative law. Moreover, the selected cases concern legal issues which are closely connected with contextual aspects regarding moral and societal views in national legal systems as well as with empirical questions. Although the analysis in this section does not allow for drawing general conclusions, the selection of these specific examples makes it possible to obtain a better understanding of the role of contextual aspects in the legal reasoning and methodological choices of highest courts regarding the use of comparative law.

3.2.1 ‘Wrongful Life’
A first clear example of the context-dependent nature of judgments of courts in different countries is provided by an overview of judgments in ‘wrongful life’ claims. These cases concern the claims for damages in the name of a severely handicapped child born as a result of an incorrect diagnosis during the mother’s pregnancy, based on which the pregnancy has not been terminated. Research by Ivo Giesen clarifies how courts in different jurisdictions have examined foreign case law in their process of decision-making in this type of case.\textsuperscript{80} The case law of the Dutch Supreme Court (Hoge Raad) provides a pertinent example in this regard. This Court is one of the few courts in the world which has allowed a claim for damages on the basis of wrongful life. The Hoge Raad’s deliberations in the case of \textit{Baby Kelly} were informed by an extensive comparative legal analysis presented by Advocate-General Hartkamp in his advisory opinion to the Court.\textsuperscript{81} Although the Court as a convention does not refer to comparative legal sources in its judgments, it is certain that the judges have taken the Advocate General’s analysis into account in their deliberations.\textsuperscript{82} This analysis extensively discussed available case law from Germany, France, and the United Kingdom and mentioned further examples from Belgium, Australia, the United States, and Israel.\textsuperscript{83} The comparative legal study seems to have been informed by the Advocate General’s knowledge of and access to foreign case law as well as by academic literature and the materials presented by counsel.\textsuperscript{84} The overview of foreign case law focussed on the interpretation of the relevant provisions of tort law, mentioning the considerations given by foreign courts to moral arguments and national policies of tort law.\textsuperscript{85} However, the Advocate-General did not discuss differences between legal concepts, such as the meaning of ‘duty of care’ in the common law system of the United Kingdom. Also, political and societal debate in the examined jurisdictions was only taken into account to a limited extent.\textsuperscript{86} Moreover, the Advocate-General did not refer to the outcomes of the comparative legal analysis in his advice regarding the adequate solution of the case of \textit{Baby Kelly} on the basis of Dutch tort law.\textsuperscript{87}
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Giesen has observed that the ‘wrongful life’ judgments of courts around the world diverge. As an explanation for this divergence between judicial decisions, he offers the following argument:

that comparative law is not capable of providing a definite answer to the question of which arguments are the most valid, most convincing and decisive, at least not in tort law issues of the magnitude of wrongful life claims. It is instead the weight which a certain argument receives in a certain cultural setting or background, in a certain environment drenched in ages of promoting specific legal policies that seems to decide the matter. Hence, it is what I call the politics of a tort law system that governs the outcomes and the solutions reached in these sorts of cases.88

Seen from this perspective, differences between judgments of national highest courts in different jurisdictions on similar legal issues relate to differences between national policies. However, the tort law policies of other jurisdictions are not necessarily studied in the judicial analysis of foreign legal arguments. Indeed, the methodology of comparative legal analysis used by highest courts in wrongful life cases seems to consist mostly of a ‘featherweight comparison’, in which foreign case law is studied in a non-systematic way as a source of legal arguments which can be used either for or against the judgment in the domestic case. The domestic perspective is central to this analysis. In this respect, practices of highest courts in wrongful life cases correspond with Bell’s view in their emphasis on the relative weight of promoting specific legal policies that seem to decide the matter. Hence, it is what I call the politics of a tort law system that governs the outcomes and the solutions reached in these sorts of cases.88

International experience, particularly in the past decade, has shown the death penalty to raise many complex problems of both a philosophical and pragmatic nature. While there remains the fundamental issue of whether the state can ever be justified in taking the life of a human being within its power, the present debate goes beyond arguments over the effectiveness of deterrence and the appropriateness of vengeance and retribution. It strikes at the very ability of the criminal justice system to obtain a uniformly correct result even where death hangs in the balance.

International experience thus confirms the validity of concerns expressed in the Canadian Parliament about capital punishment. It also shows that a rule requiring that assurances be obtained prior to extradition in death penalty cases not only accords with Canada’s principled advocacy on the international level, but is also consistent with the practice of other countries with whom Canada generally invites comparison, apart from the retentionist jurisdictions in the United States.92

Interestingly, foreign factual jurisdiction concerning potential wrongful convictions was invoked in the Burns judgment as one of the arguments justifying the Court’s reversal of its Kindler and Ng jurisprudence, in which extradition to the United States had been allowed. In this respect, the judgment not only relied on a comparative analysis of legal rules and underlying policies. It also took into account arguments with an empirical connotation, which require a non-legal approach.95 The Supreme Court of Canada reasoned:

The outcome of this appeal turns on an appreciation of the principles of fundamental justice, which in turn are derived from the basic tenets of our legal system. These basic tenets have not changed since 1991 when Kindler and Ng were decided, but their
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application in particular cases (the ‘balancing process’) must take note of factual developments in Canada and in relevant foreign jurisdictions. When principles of fundamental justice as established and understood in Canada are applied to these factual developments, many of which are of far-reaching importance in death penalty cases, a balance which tilted in favour of extradition without assurances in *Kindler* and *Ng* now tilts against the constitutionality of such an outcome. For these reasons, the appeal is dismissed.

Three observations can be made with regard to this judgment. Firstly, the approach of the Supreme Court of Canada in this case seems to align more with the view of Adams and me than with the view of Bell concerning the use of comparative law in judicial reasoning. Indeed, the comparative aspect of the case did not so much concern the judicial interpretation of a legal concept in different systems, but rather the developed practices (or policies) of governments concerning extradition. Secondly, the empirical elements included in the Court’s considerations were not backed up with references to available studies from non-legal disciplines (for example, studies in sociology or political science). In this sense, the Court’s approach qualifies as a ‘featherweight comparison’, lacking both a systematic analysis of foreign law and a thorough contextual analysis of foreign systems on the basis of interdisciplinary insights. Finally, the comparison between the legal systems of Canada and the United States concerns an intra-cultural comparison of legal systems belonging to the common law family, which implies that a firm common ground for legal comparison existed.

### 3.2.3 Criminal Responsibility for HIV Infection

A third example of comparative legal research in judicial decision-making can be found in the Hoge Raad’s case law regarding the doctrine of conditional intent (*voorwaardelijk opzet*). Legal questions about the interpretation of this doctrine arose in cases concerning the alleged attempt to commit manslaughter through the wilful transmission of HIV infection. Concerning the application of this doctrine in new circumstances, the judges of the Criminal Law Chamber have sought inspiration in German law, and in the HIV cases also French, Austrian, Canadian, and Australian sources were brought to the attention of the judges by the Advocate-General. Regarding the HIV cases, a balancing act was required between the policy preference to keep these cases outside of the criminal law process, on the one hand, and the legal acceptance of a broader conception of ‘conditional intent’, on the other hand. The judgment indicates that the German approach to this question was influential on the decision-making of the Hoge Raad, but in the end, a different solution was chosen for the Netherlands.

Indeed, the judgment in *HIV-IV* reveals that the Hoge Raad gave weight to the policy preferences expressed by the Dutch government. The Hoge Raad took into account the reserve which needs to be adopted in accepting criminal liability for endangering behaviour like that which had occurred in this case. As a reason for this reserve, the Court mentioned public health interests regarding the particular situation of the danger of HIV contamination. The Court explicitly referred to the views of the involved ministers.

Again, some observations can be made. Firstly, the comparative legal analysis focused on national policies underlying a similar legal concept. Also, the German interpretation of ‘conditional intent’ was not cited by the Hoge Raad and therefore was not used to strengthen the judicial reasoning. In this sense, the judicial use of comparative law seems to fit better with the view of Adams and me than with the view of Bell. Secondly, the Court referred to statistical analyses concerning the probability of HIV infection in circumstances similar to those of the case. Here, the legal question’s empirical connotation required that such information was consulted, regardless of the inclusion of a comparative analysis in the Court’s reasoning. Finally, the example of the HIV cases clarifies that the Hoge Raad focuses on comparisons with the legal sources of other Continental European legal systems, in particular its neighbour Germany, although some sources from common law systems are considered as well. These examples indicate that the Court prefers intra-cultural comparisons. The prominence of German law in comparative legal analysis suggests that the judges of the Hoge Raad favour comparisons at the third level identified by Van Hoecke and Warrington, where ‘concrete comparison of statutory and judicial rules of behaviour can be fruitful, because the context, the legal culture, is very similar … whereas the conceptual framework and legal language are also to a large extent the same’.

### 3.3 Intermediary Conclusion

The presented examples of comparative legal analysis in judicial decision-making connect with the second aim, identified above, for conducting comparative legal research, that is, the use of comparative legal analysis as a source of inspiration for national legal practice. Fitting with this aim, the courts in the examined cases primarily use the methodological approach of ‘featherweight comparison’. However, in some instances, the study of foreign case law is somewhat more contextualised and includes consideration of the legal cultures of other jurisdictions and of relevant factual information. Inter-
disciplinary insights are sometimes taken into account regarding legal questions with an empirical connotation, but this type of analysis is not necessarily connected with a comparative approach. The examples corroborate the idea that courts will not transplant foreign legal solutions into the domestic law. Finally, the courts seem to focus primarily on comparisons with legal systems belonging to the same legal family or legal culture. The examples discussed in this section have provided insight into the judicial use of comparative law and the characteristics of comparative legal reasoning. Based on this analysis, some further observations can be made concerning the role and method of interdisciplinary incorporation in all types of comparative legal research.

4 Comparative Legal Methodology: Lessons from Judicial Decision-Making

Which lessons does the judicial use of comparative law hold for comparative legal research generally, in particular concerning the incorporation of interdisciplinary insights in legal analysis? In order to answer this question, this section will first address the conditions relating to the aim and role of comparative legal analysis in judging (Section 4.1) and next to the methodology of comparative legal analysis in this context (Section 4.2).

4.1 Aim and Role of Comparative Legal Analysis

The analysis in the previous section has confirmed that comparative legal analysis in judicial decision-making is conducted with a particular aim, that is, the search for inspiration from foreign legal arguments for the deciding of domestic cases. The analysis has further clarified that the approach of judges, mostly a 'featherweight comparison', is geared to this aim. The aim of comparative legal scholarship was described above as the obtaining of knowledge through a thorough and contextual comparison of two or more legal systems. The methodology of comparative legal analysis is essentially similar for both judging and scholarship, to the extent that legal interpretation and the better understanding of domestic legal concepts are involved. However, a relevant point to consider is that choices made regarding the use of comparative legal analysis differ on the basis of underlying motives and approaches of judges when compared to legal scholars.

Judges have several motives for conducting comparative research and for selecting specific foreign legal systems in this research. These motives concern the search for inspiration for the deciding of a difficult legal question, often combined with the public importance of the case. Furthermore, judges are interested in learning about 'best practices' developed by their foreign peers and they want to coordinate the development of domestic case law with legal development at the transnational level. Still, judges do not form a homogeneous group. Indeed, judges in national supreme courts and constitutional courts hold different views concerning the legitimacy and usefulness of the use of comparative law in judicial decision-making. Some judges have reservations regarding the use of comparative law in judicial decision-making, whereas other judges have a more open attitude. Reservations can concern the authoritative value of foreign legal arguments or scepticism regarding the guidance which can be derived from comparative law. Judges with a more open attitude are not necessarily in favour of striving for convergence with the laws of other countries or with international law. Indeed, and befitting the balanced nature of the judicial function, the majority of the judges have a nuanced approach regarding the use of non-binding foreign law in judicial decision-making. These judges are of the opinion that it is sometimes useful to engage with foreign law. For all judges, the time-consuming nature of comparative legal research might be a reason for abstaining from an inquiry into foreign legal sources.

In sum, factors taken into account in judicial choices include the perceived usefulness of comparative law in the deciding of a specific case and the available time and resources for comparative legal analysis.

The judicial use of comparative law might come to resemble legal scholarship more if a 'heavier' method of comparison were developed. In this respect, Jeremy Waldron has presented a more principled argument for the judicial study of foreign law. He has advanced a principle of equal treatment of parties in similar cases occurring in different jurisdictions. John Bell has correctly pointed out that the acceptance of such a principle implies agreement on 'a more substantial function' of the law, such as the protection of human rights or the promotion of human well-being. In Waldron's analysis, the achievement of equal treatment demands of courts to do two things: (i) to compare their methods of decision-making with those of courts in foreign jurisdictions and draw lessons from this comparison and (ii) to compare the content of judgments and draw insights for the deciding of domestic cases. However, available studies of judicial practices, as well as the examples from case law discussed in this article, suggest that courts currently do not apply this more thorough method of legal comparison.

4.2 Methodology of Comparative Legal Analysis

Regarding the incorporation of non-legal insights, comparative legal analysis in judicial decision-making encounters the 'common' incorporation problems of legal scholarship, including arbitrariness of the selection.
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and interpretation of court cases, possibly related to implicit ideological or political views; incorrect ideas about social reality and human psychology; or subjective reasoning. Lessons transpire, in this regard, from an analysis of the methodological considerations of judges concerning the inclusion of comparative legal sources in the reasoning of judgments and concerning the selection of sources.

Firstly, a relevant difference exists between common law courts and Continental European courts with regard to the style of judicial reasoning. For reasons of tradition and the requirement of a unanimous decision, judgments in civil law systems, such as The Netherlands and France, tend to be relatively short. In this light, the citation of foreign law would be exceptional. Indeed, some judges are of the opinion that the citation of foreign law might weaken the reasoning of a judgment because of possible criticism of the highest court’s choices, for example, with regard to the selection of examined jurisdictions and the authority of arguments found through the legal comparison. The citation of foreign legal materials is more easily accepted in common law courts, which stand in the tradition of law development through case law and which permit individual judges to issue their own opinion on cases. Judges in common law systems will cite all arguments which they consider to be persuasive, based on the idea that the judge owes a duty to counsel to explain why their arguments are not accepted. A question of concern amongst judges in these cases is the question of whether a presentation of comparative legal arguments in the court’s reasoning should consist of a ‘full’ discussion of all materials found or whether the court is allowed to mention only those foreign references which support its own decision. British judges have indicated that they do not find the latter approach problematic, while some American judges have criticised the use of foreign law if it consists of ‘cherry picking’. Still, these judges seem to agree on the point that the discussion of foreign law in the judicial deliberations should be as comprehensive as possible.

Concerning methodology, secondly, the selection of legal systems for the comparison is also significant. Selection is inherent to comparative law, since ‘nobody can compare everything in the world of laws’. In this regard, considerations of judges are similar to those of legal scholars. Firstly, legal tradition plays a role. The genealogical relation between common law systems makes it more natural for the highest courts in these systems, for example, in Canada and the United States, to look to each other for inspiration than to legal systems which do not share this background. The exchange between courts in these jurisdictions, furthermore, is made easier by their shared language. Highest courts in Continental European civil law systems, by contrast, most often study foreign sources which originated in other civil law jurisdictions. The Dutch courts, for example, consider that the French and German influences in the Dutch legal system provide reasons for looking to these systems first when engaging in a comparative legal study. Besides legal tradition and language, judges also take into account the prestige of specific foreign courts when selecting case law for a legal comparison. Finally, practical constraints, such as knowledge of foreign systems and their background and the time available for comparative research, are significant. Concerning knowledge of foreign law, legal scholars have more opportunities to develop a body of knowledge. However, a considerable number of judges in supreme courts and constitutional courts have a background in academia and can build on knowledge obtained during this previous career. Regarding time constraints, judges are under greater pressure than legal scholars.

In sum, this analysis of judicial views and methodological choices clarifies that judges relate their approaches regarding the use of foreign law mostly to the requirements and methods of legal research generally. Non-legal aspects, such as historical connections and the political and societal context of foreign legal systems, are considered in order to collect materials which can form the basis for a useful comparative analysis. However, the attention given to the analysis of foreign law and non-legal aspects in the deciding of cases is limited, because of the nature of the comparative legal analysis and time constraints affecting the judicial work.

5 Concluding Remarks

This article has analysed how contextual aspects of foreign law can be taken into account in comparative legal research. A theoretical analysis of the inherent interdisciplinary nature of comparative law was followed by an illustration of the role and method of interdisciplinary incorporation in comparative legal analysis conducted by Western highest courts. This analysis provides a clarification with regard to three aspects of comparative legal methodology encompassing interdisciplinary elements:

1. What is compared in comparative legal research and to what extent do similarities and differences exist in this regard between legal scholars and judges? The analysis in this article revealed that a meaningful comparison of legal rules and case law from different jurisdictions can only be achieved if relevant aspects of the historical, political, economic, and social context of the compared legal systems are taken into account. In this regard, comparative legal analysis
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requires the study of contextual insights provided by non-legal academic disciplines. The relevance of context is illustrated clearly by the developed practices of courts regarding the use of comparative law. In these judicial practices, the study of policy choices underlying foreign case law plays a significant role. For legal scholars, this experience from legal practice underlines the importance of sufficient contextualisation of comparative research in order to draw conclusions for the benefit of concrete cases as well as broader political and societal debate. Indeed, there is a connection here between legal scholarship and judging. Legal scholars can assist judicial decision-making by providing judges with information about the laws and case law of foreign jurisdictions. In this respect, comparative legal research conducted by scholars contributes to the soundness of comparative legal analysis in judicial decision-making.

2. Why do legal scholars and judges use comparative legal analysis? Comparative legal analysis can have different aims, connected with a ‘scale’ of methods ranging from ‘featherweight’ to ‘heavyweight’ legal comparison. Along this scale, interdisciplinary incorporation becomes increasingly important in the comparative legal analysis. The article clarified that knowledge building in legal scholarship generally provides most reason and opportunity for the discussion of insights from non-legal disciplines. At the other end of the spectrum, comparative legal analysis as a source of inspiration for judicial decision-making or law reform is connected with a smaller basis of legitimacy and with fewer resources for the conducting of a systematic and contextualised analysis. When considering the use of comparative law in practical use, it is important to take into account the individual approaches of those involved in the application or reform of laws. In this respect, the article clarified that the individual approaches of judges have an influence on the extent to which comparative legal analysis, and interdisciplinary aspects connected with this analysis, play a role in judicial deliberations and the reasoning of judgments. Judges with an ‘open’ attitude concerning the use of comparative legal analysis emphasise the usefulness in finding inspiration for domestic decision-making, even though the study of foreign law cannot provide solutions for domestic cases. These judges will engage in comparative legal analysis more often than judges with a ‘closed’ attitude, even if this analysis is time-consuming and not absolutely necessary for the solution of the domestic case.

3. In which ways can legal scholarship make sense of the use of interdisciplinary elements in comparative legal analysis, in particular: how can legal scholars analyse the use of comparative law by judges? The analysis in this article used legal theory and referred to research in the fields of comparative law and socio-legal studies to provide answers to the research question and sub-question. The analysis suggests that scholars have an important role in the further contextualisation of comparative legal research regarding specific legal issues, both through legal-doctrinal analysis and through socio-legal comparative analysis. Regarding the study of the judicial use of comparative legal analysis, the method of qualitative interviewing seems suitable for an analysis of the societal and psychological background of the examined judicial practices. In particular, this approach enables the collection of information on the use of comparative legal analysis even in courts where explicit citations of foreign judgments are rare. Moreover, interviews can give insight into the motives of judges regarding the use of comparative legal analysis. Future comparative and socio-legal research will contribute to a growing body of academic literature, which includes comparative legal research of judicial citations to foreign law in jurisdictions in Central and Eastern Europe, analyses of the exchange of legal ideas and experiences in transnational judicial networks, and quantitative research, revealing patterns of judicial citations to foreign law. The further development of interdisciplinary research on judicial citations serves a broad aim, as it could provide valuable results for a better understanding of the development of the law under the effects of globalisation.

In sum, awareness of the interdisciplinary aspect of comparative legal analysis, as well as further debate and research on legal methodology, can help scholars and judges to avoid being pulled down by the ‘under toad’ of incorrect use of the comparative legal method.
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